
Earth: Floating

Floating

What are you doing now?
  You may be preparing an assembly with an environmental 

focus.

  You may be responding to an item of news about climate 
change.

  Y ou may be starting a unit on globalisation and sustainability.

You might like to try
You will need paper and a pencil and ideally some coloured felt tips 
for each student to make notes.

1  Ask the students to lie on the floor on their fronts, to make 
themselves comfortable and close their eyes. Then read the 
script below.

2  When you finish, ask the students to remain silent and to write down or draw 
everything they have seen or sensed.  Give them plenty of time to do this and 
encourage them to put down whatever it was they saw, however surprising.

3  When everyone has finished, have them share elements of what they have seen 
with a partner. Select the three most significant things they have seen.

4  Bring the group together and share what they have chosen, writing this up for all 
to see.

5  Some questions you might like to discuss:
What was the experience like?
How do you feel about what you have seen?
Did anything surprise you?
Did anything worry you?
What was the most beautiful thing you saw?
What was the most awful thing you saw?
Is there any action you would like to take now?
How does this experience relate to your values and what is important to you?

ACTIVITY 1

 This activity is about the here and now  
and the environment  t involves reflection 
and mindfulness.

From space I saw Earth 
– indescribably beautiful
with the scars of national
boundaries gone.
Muhammad Ahmad Faris – 
Syrian astronaut



Earth

Earth: Floating 

Link to…
Timelines in VISIONING

I have been in love with the sky since birth. And when 
o ld y anted to o i e to ente a e and

become a ‘man of the heights’. During the eight days 
I spent in space I realised that mankind needs height 
i a ily to no o lon e in a t to ee at
annot e een lo e ot t to lo e e ea ty

but also to ensure that we do not bring even the 
slightest harm to the natural world.
Pham Tuan, Vietnamese astronaut

Floating
Take a few deep gentle breaths and let the breath fl ow down through your body… 
Allow yourself to become fully relaxed… And now become aware of a beam of soft 
light that is focused on your body, bathing it in gold… Your body begins to feel 
light… it becomes weightless and you feel yourself lifting off  the ground… Enjoy 
the fl oating sensation… You fl oat higher, bathed in the beam of light… Th e light 
draws you gently up, out through the roof… You can see your school below you…  
Have a good look around… You fl oat higher… Th e school is just a tiny pinprick 
now… What can you see below you?…
You fl oat higher… Th e air is cooler now… You continue to drift upwards… What 
can you see now?… Th e beam of light now becomes stronger and draws you up 
even higher… it sweeps you up through the clouds… Th e golden light shields 
you from the chill of their moisture… from the cold of the atmosphere… You are 
moving faster now… drawn up by the light, away from the Earth… Now you are 
drifting high above the Earth… Look down now… What can you see?…
Look carefully at the land… What can you see?…  What is happening to the 
land?… Look at the rivers… What can you see?… What is happening to the 
rivers?… Look at the oceans… What can you see?… What is happening to the 
oceans?… You drift around the planet, taking in the scenes below you… Take your 
time… Take it all in… Focus on one area… What is happening there?…
Now you feel the beam of light intensifying around you… You are being drawn 
gently down towards the Earth… back through the atmosphere… back through 
the clouds… look around as you fl oat down… take in details… In a few moments 
you will be back here in _______ [give location] lying on the fl oor…  When you are 
ready, open your eyes and have a stretch.

Values
e e tion




